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Abstract Sun‐induced fluorescence (SIF) has been found to be strongly correlated with gross primary
production (GPP) in a quasi‐linear pattern at the scales beyond leaves. However, the causes of the GPP:
SIF relationship deviating from a linear pattern remain unclear. In the current study conducted at two
maize sites in Nebraska in 2017 summer growing season, we investigated the relationship between GPP
and SIF at 760 nm (F760) at two temporal scales and quantified the contributions of incoming
photosynthetically active radiation (PARin), fraction of absorbed PAR (fPAR), light use efficiency (LUE), and
F760 yield (F760,y, defined as F760/(PARin×fPAR)) to GPP and F760 variabilities to further understand the
linearity and deviations in the GPP:F760 relationship. We found the following: (1) For individual growth
stages when canopy structure and chlorophyll content were stable, GPP and F760 were strongly controlled by
PARin, while LUE and F760,y had much lower contributions to the GPP:F760 relationship; during this
period, LUE and F760,y had either a slightly negative or no clear relationship, which explained some
deviations in the GPP:SIF relationship. (2) At the seasonal scale, the contribution of LUE to GPP variability
as well as the contribution of F760,y to F760 variability increased and was comparable to the contribution of
PARin; the LUE:F760,y relationship showed a strong linear relationship, which strengthened the linear
GPP:F760 relationship. Both maize sites showed similar patterns. A framework was applied to estimate LUE
at individual stages and as a result, significantly improved the GPP estimation, thus enhancing the SIF
potential for inferring photosynthesis.

1. Introduction

Plant leaves absorb light in the 400‐ to 700‐nm range and use the energy in three pathways—photochemistry,
heat dissipation, and fluorescence emission in the 650‐ to 800‐nm range (Buschmann & Lichtenthaler, 1988;
Muller, 2001). This red and far‐red light emission, also known as chlorophyll fluorescence, has long been a
powerful tool to study photosynthesis at the leaf level (Baker, 2008). Recently, the sun‐induced chlorophyll
fluorescence (SIF) signals became remotely detectable with the development of hyperspectral technologies
(Frankenberg et al., 2011; Grossmann et al., 2018; Joiner et al., 2013, 2011; Köhler et al., 2018; Rascher
et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2018; X. Yang, Shi, et al., 2018; Zareo‐Tejada et al., 2000), which has been rapidly
expanding the potential of chlorophyll fluorescence to estimate photosynthetic rates from short‐term leaf
scale to larger spatial and temporal scales.

SIF has been found strongly correlated with the gross primary production (GPP) in a quasi‐linear pattern at
large spatial and temporal scales (Frankenberg et al., 2011; Guanter et al., 2014; Li et al., 2018; Miao et al.,
2018; Wood et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017; K. Yang, Ryu, et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2015). Some studies suggest
the potential of a universal GPP:SIF relationship across various biomes (Frankenberg et al., 2011; Li et al.,
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2018; Sun et al., 2018; but see Zhang et al., 2018), and others used SIF to constrain photosynthetic parameters
(Guan et al., 2016; Perez‐Priego et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2018). If true, these potentials
would have tremendous applications for inferring photosynthesis in the context of carbon dynamics
related to climate change and food security (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine,
2018; Schlau‐Cohen & Berry, 2015). However, we still lack a fundamental understanding of the
mechanisms of this GPP:SIF relationship that is required to justify a universal relationship.

While it remains challenging to directly quantify and partition energy distribution among the three light use
pathways at the canopy scale for mechanistic investigation, it is possible to extract information from contin-
uous GPP and SIF measurements to answer what drives the variations in GPP and SIF, respectively; what
information contained in SIF is directly related to GPP and what is not; and consequently what drives the
GPP:SIF relationship. From the perspective of Monteith's light use efficiency model, GPP and SIF can be
decomposed to the absorbed energy and the efficiency of plants using the absorbed energy (Monteith,
1977). Specifically, GPP is the product of incoming photosynthetically active radiation (PARin), the fraction
of the PAR (fPAR) absorbed by the plant, and the light use efficiency (LUE; equation (1)). The product of
PARin and fPAR is the absorbed PAR (APAR). Likewise, SIF is the product of PARin, fPAR, and fluorescence
yield (SIFy), in which the SIFy is an apparent parameter (equation (2)). Theoretically, SIFy can be defined as
the product (SIFy = Φf × fesc) of the actual SIFy at the photosystem scale (Φf) and the escape ratio (fesc) from
the canopy (Guanter et al., 2014; Li et al., 2018). Practically, it is usually calculated by dividing SIF by
PARin×fPAR (i.e., APAR).

GPP ¼ PARin×fPAR×LUE (1)

SIF ¼ PARin×fPAR×SIFy: (2)

The variations in GPP and SIF are then attributed to the integrated effects of the variations in these key vari-
ables, that is, PARin, fPAR, LUE, and SIFy. As a result, the GPP:SIF relationship is determined by the varia-
tions in each variable and the contributions of these variables to that relationship. Previous studies found
that APAR is the primary driver that leads to the linear GPP:SIF relationship (Rossini et al., 2015; K.
Yang, Ryu, et al., 2018; X. Yang, Shi, et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2018). Some studies also sug-
gested that LUE and SIFy contribute to the relationship and a diverse LUE:SIFy relationship implies a poten-
tially diverse GPP:SIF relationship (Badgley et al., 2017; Miao et al., 2018; Wieneke et al., 2018). However,
the contributions from PARin, fPAR, LUE, and SIFy to GPP and SIF variations as well as the GPP:SIF rela-
tionship have not been specifically quantified and compared across a sufficiently wide range of conditions to
provide a clear conclusion, and more studies of this issue are warranted.

Quantifying these variations and contributions is especially important for understanding the GPP:SIF rela-
tionship at different temporal scales. The variations in PARin, fPAR, LUE, and SIFy are affected by instanta-
neous or seasonal changes in environmental conditions as well as the gradual evolution of canopy structure
and physiology over the growing season. Specifically, PARin can change rapidly at instantaneous scale while
also varying gradually at the growth‐stage and the seasonal scales. fPAR, which is determined by canopy
structure, is relatively stable at the instantaneous scale but varies significantly between individual growth
stages (Chen, 1996; Ogutu & Dash, 2013). LUE and SIFy could respond rapidly to the change in PARin while
also varying significantly with the physiological change at the seasonal scale (Kergoat et al., 2008; Miao et al.,
2018; Turner et al., 2003; K. Yang, Ryu, et al., 2018; X. Yang, Shi, et al., 2018). In consequence, we would
expect that contributions from these variables to GPP and SIF could vary at different time scales.

Accordingly, for crops like maize and soybean that grow under normal conditions (e.g., without significant
water and nutrient stresses), we made the following hypotheses on the varying roles of these variables, in
addition to the primary driving effects from PARin, on the GPP:SIF relationship at two temporal scales—
within a specific growth stage and at a seasonal scale (i.e., across multiple growth stages):

(H1)Within a specific growth stage when both canopy structure and physiology are changing, either a young
stage during early growing season or a late stage toward senescence (Gitelson et al., 2015), the contributions
from fPAR and LUE to GPP, and the contributions from fPAR and SIFy to SIFmay be comparable to the con-
tributions from PARin. The differences in the contributions between fPAR and LUE or SIFy would depend
on the magnitude of the variations in these variables.
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(H2) In contrast, during peak growth stage (e.g., vegetative tasseling [VT] stage for maize), the canopy is
closed and canopy structure and physiological parameters (such as chlorophyll content and corresponding
photosynthetic capacity) are relatively stable (Gitelson et al., 2015, 2018), and the fPAR contributions to
GPP and SIF may be minimal. In this case, the LUE contributions to GPP and the SIFy contributions to
SIF might be higher than those from fPAR but may also be much smaller compared to the
PARin contributions.

(H3) At a seasonal scale across multiple growth stages, the variations in fPAR, LUE, and SIFy may be larger
than those at a single growth stage (e.g., peak growth stage). In this case, we would expect higher contribu-
tions of fPAR, LUE, and SIFy, and that their contributions may be comparable to the PAR contribution.

To test the hypotheses, we collected continuous GPP, SIF, PARin, and fPAR data at twomaize sites located in
eastern Nebraska for the second half of the growing season in 2017. We specifically quantified the contribu-
tions from PARin and fPAR to GPP and SIF, the LUE contribution to GPP, and the SIFy contribution to SIF at
individual growth stages and over the season. This contribution analysis aimed to help us understand the
varying roles of PARin, fPAR, LUE, and SIFy on the GPP:SIF relationship at these two temporal scales
and to demonstrate how the information contained in SIF could vary at different time scales and its implica-
tion for estimating GPP.

2. Methods
2.1. Site Description

The study was conducted at two long‐term AmeriFlux agricultural sites—US‐Ne2 and US‐Ne3. The sites are
located on the University of Nebraska Eastern Nebraska Research and Extension Center (ENREC), Mead,
Nebraska, USA. US‐Ne3 (41.1797°N, 96.4397°W, 800 × 800 m) is rainfed and US‐Ne2 (41.1649°N,
96.4701°W, 800‐m diameter) is irrigated with a center pivot system. Both sites are maize‐soybean rotation
with no‐till management since 2001. Detailed site information was published previously (Suyker et al.,
2005) and can be found on the AmeriFlux website (https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/).

Both sites were planted to maize (Zea mays, L.) in 2017. Fields were planted on 8 May with a 76‐cm row spa-
cing at both sites and harvested on 30 October. Emergence occurred approximately on 15 May and tasseling
started on 14 July (day of year [DOY] 195) at US‐Ne2. The emergence and tasseling dates were about 2 days
later at US‐Ne3 than at US‐Ne2 (Table S1 in the supporting information). US‐Ne2 was irrigated on 11, 19,
and 31 July and 8 August (DOY 192, 200, 212, and 220, respectively) with a total water amount of 159
mm. The center‐pivot systemmoved through the whole field andwas completed in 4–5 days during each irri-
gation. Our study period, from 15 July (DOY 196) to 17 September (DOY 260), included growth stages from
VT to reproductive dent (Table S1).

From May to September in 2017, the average air temperature was 21°C and the total precipitation was 536
mm in the rainfed site and 545 mm in the irrigated site (Figure S1 in the supporting information). Compared
to the long‐term (1981–2017) climate record from an adjacent meteorological station (station ID: GHCND‐
USC00255362, Mead 6S, NE US), with average air temperature of 21°C and total precipitation of 499 mm
during the same period, the year of 2017 in this study area was a relatively wet year. The maize in both
the rainfed and the irrigated fields did not exhibit visible sign of water stress throughout the growing season.
Only slight differences in canopy structure and associated canopy physiology were observed between the two
fields (Figure S2).

2.2. Field SIF System and SIF Retrieval

We installed an automated SIF measuring system (FluoSpec2) on the top of a 5‐m scaffold at each site to col-
lect optical signals for SIF retrieval and vegetation indices (Figure S3). Each FluoSpec2 system consists of
two independent subsystems that are connected with two spectrometers. Spectrometer 1 serves specifically
for SIF retrieval at the O2‐A band, covering wavelengths of 730–780 nmwith a spectral resolution (full width
at half maximum [FWHM]) of 0.15 nm and a sampling interval of 0.04–0.07 nm (QEPRO embedded with an
internal shutter, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL, USA). Spectrometer 2 provides canopy reflectance data, cover-
ing wavelengths of 400–1,100 nm with a spectral resolution (FWHM) of 1.10 nm and a sampling interval of
0.42–0.47 nm (HR2000+, Ocean Optics). Each subsystem contains two optical paths, with one collecting
optical signals from the Sun (irradiance) and the other collecting signals from the canopy (radiance). Each
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subsystem also includes one inline shutter to switch between irradiance and radiance for one spectrometer.
Each spectrometer collects data in the order of irradiance radiance irradiance and the two spectrometers
work in parallel. The integration time of each measurement is optimized by the actual light intensity at
the signal collecting moment. This resulted in an actual integration time of approximately 2 s for the
QEPRO path and 0.2 s for the HR2000+ path at noontime on clear sunny days. The system collects data
at a 5‐min interval, and the maximum integration time is set to 10 s for dark conditions. When the procedure
is completed in less than 5 min, the system stays idle until the next procedure starts. The dark signals of
QEPRO are recorded prior to every irradiance or radiance signal collection with the optimized integration
time by closing the internal shutter, whereas the dark signals of HR2000+ are recorded separately to create
a look‐up‐table under various integration time. The actual irradiance and radiance signals are obtained by
subtracting the dark signals from the original measurements. Details of FluoSpec2 system have been pub-
lished previously (Miao et al., 2018; K. Yang, Ryu, et al., 2018; X. Yang, Shi, et al., 2018).

Data collection started from the maize peak growth stage when the canopy height was approximately 3 m at
both sites. The footprint of both SIF systems was a 90‐cm‐diameter circle across the study period. SIF in this
study, referring to chlorophyll fluorescence at 760 nm (F760), was retrieved using the spectral fitting method
(SFM; Meroni et al., 2010) with the selected fitting spectral window of 759.00–767.76 nm. The SFM method
(Equation (3)), briefly, assumes that the measured upwelling radiance (L, mW · m−2 · nm−1 · sr−1) from the
canopy is composed of the canopy‐reflected optical signal (reflectance [r] × irradiance [E], mW ·m−2 · nm−1)
and the emitted fluorescence (F, mW · m−2 · nm−1 · sr−1). Reflectance and F are assumed linearly related
with the wavelength (λ) at the selected spectral window, that is, r = a+bλ, and F = c+dλ. The four coeffi-
cients (a, b, c, and d) are then derived from the regression between L, E, and λ.

L ¼ r×E
π

þ F ≅
aþ bλð Þ×E

π
þ cþ dλð Þ

F760 ¼ cþ d×760

8<
: : (3)

The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI = r770‐780‐r650‐660
r770‐780þr650‐660

, a proxy of canopy structure; Tucker, 1979)

and red edge index (Rededge = r750
r705

, a proxy of chlorophyll content; Gitelson & Merzlyakb, 1994) were calcu-

lated from reflectance and paired to identify stages at which the data were categorized for analyzing the GPP:
F760 relationship. Details of the SFMmethod for SIF retrieval and the calculation of vegetation indices have
been published previously (Miao et al., 2018).

2.3. Eddy Covariance Flux and Ancillary Measurements

An eddy covariance (EC) flux system was located about 40 m from the SIF scaffold at each site, consisting
of an omnidirectional sonic anemometer (R3, Gill Instruments Ltd., Lymington, UK) and a closed‐path
CO2/H2O system (LI 7200, Li‐Cor Inc., Lincoln, NE). An open path CO2/H2O system (LI 7500, Li‐Cor
Inc., Lincoln, NE) was used as a backup. The EC sensors were installed 3.0 m above the ground when the
canopy was shorter than 1 m and were moved to a height of 6.2 m at the end of June until harvest.
Measurements of other meteorological variables included air temperature and relative humidity at 1, 3,
and 5 m above the ground (HMP50Y, Vaisala Inc., Helsinki, Finland). Suyker et al. (2005) described detailed
information of the EC system and the meteorological station establishment and flux data processing.

The 10‐Hz EC data were first processed using EddyPro software (version 6.1.0, LI‐COR, Lincoln, NE, USA)
for coordinate alignment (double rotation method), density fluctuation compensation (Webb et al., 1980),
and low‐ and high‐frequency spectral corrections (Moncrieff et al., 1997, 2004). The turbulent flux and
CO2 storage flux output from EddyPro were then integrated as the net ecosystem CO2 exchange.
Nighttime net ecosystem CO2 exchange was assumed to represent ecosystem respiration (Re) and used to
develop a temperature‐response model for the estimate of the daytime Re. Further data quality control (fric-
tion velocity data filtering) and deriving GPP followed the procedure proposed by Papale et al. (2006) and
Reichstein et al. (2005).

At each site, PARin was quantified by measuring the photosynthetic photon flux density (i.e., PPFD) with a
point quantum sensor (PQS1, Kipp and Zonen, Delft, the Netherlands) facing upward to the sky and the PAR
reflected by the canopy and soil (PARout) with a point quantum sensor (LI‐190, LICOR Inc., Lincoln,
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Nebraska) facing downward. Both sensors were installed 6 m above the ground. The PAR transmitted
through the canopy (PARtran) was measured with five line‐quantum sensors (LI‐191, LICOR Inc., Lincoln,
Nebraska) installed about 2 cm above the ground and facing upward. The PAR reflected by the soil
(PARsoil) was measured with one line‐quantum sensor installed about 12 cm above the ground and facing
downward (Gitelson et al., 2015). The six line‐quantum sensors were located about 15 m away from the
SIF scaffold. All PAR components were averaged at 30‐min scale and then used to calculate
fPAR (equation (4)).

fPAR ¼ PARin‐PARout‐PARtrans þ PARsoil

PARin
(4)

2.4. Data Processing and Statistical Analysis

The 5‐min SIF, NDVI, and Rededge were averaged every 30 min to match the frequency and timestamps of
GPP. LUE and SIFy at 760 nm (F760,y) were then calculated from 30‐min GPP, F760, PAR, and fPAR based on

equations (1) and (2), (i.e.,LUE ¼ GPP
PARin×fPAR

,F760;y ¼ F760
PARin×fPAR

). We reported LUE in the unit of % (μmol CO2

per 100 μmol photons at 400–700 nm) and F760,y in the unit of % · nm−1 · sr−1 (μmol photons at 760 nm per
100 μmol photons at 400–700 nm, per nm, and per sr). F760 was converted from mW · m−2 · nm−1 · sr−1 to
μmol photons at 760 nm · m−2 · s−1 · nm−1 · sr−1 for the F760,y calculation (equation S7 in the supporting
information). Data under sunny conditions, defined as the ones when the ratio of the actual PARin to theo-
retical PARin was greater than 0.8 (Gitelson et al., 2018), were involved in the analysis of GPP:F760 relation-
ship in this study.

Thirty‐minute data were selected representing sunny conditions from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. (central standard time,
solar zenith angle < 60°) to investigate the GPP:F760 and LUE:F760,y relationships at both the growth‐stage
and the seasonal scales. The relationships of GPP, F760, LUE, and F760,y with APAR were also investigated
for a better understanding of the similarity and difference in GPP:F760 and LUE:F760,y relationships at these
two temporal scales. All following analyses were based on the 30‐min data as described above.

We quantified the contributions of PARin, fPAR, and LUE to the variations in GPP and the contributions of
PARin, fPAR, and F760,y to the variations in F760 using the relative importance method proposed by
Lindeman, Merenda, and Gold (LMG, Grömping, 2007). The LMG method is essentially to decompose the
determination coefficient of a linear regression (R2) to the contributions of each regressor, that is, to quantify
the variation of a variable that can be explained by individual regressors, while taking the correlation among
regressors into account.

Briefly, we first converted the light use efficiency models to a linear format, by taking the natural logarithm
transformation for all the variables in equations (1) and (2) to form equation (5). The LMGmethod then gen-
erates different decomposition of the model sum of squares by changing the orders of the regressors in the
linear equation, averages over all orderings of regressors, and obtains an overall assessment of each regres-
sor. The R package relaimpo from Grömping (2006) was used for the calculation. Details of applying the
LMG method to the LUE model are presented in section S1 in the supporting information.

lnGPP ¼ lnPARin þ lnfPARþ lnLUE

lnF760 ¼ lnPARin þ lnfPARþ lnF760;y

(
(5)

In the case of the Monteith's light use efficiency model, LUE (or F760,y) was calculated from GPP (or F760),
PARin, and fPAR, meaning that the R2 of equation (5) equals to 1, which made the natural‐logarithm‐

transformed model a special case of linear regression. Despite R2 = 1 when all the three regressors were
included, the R2 of regression based on individual regressors or different regressor combinations varied
due to different independent contributions from PARin, fPAR, and LUE (or F760,y) and different correlations
between these regressors. The LMG method takes the correlations into account by averaging all the regres-
sion scenarios (section S1) and provides the better estimate of the contributions from PARin, fPAR, and LUE
(or F760,y) to GPP (or F760) than the traditional approach that treats these linear regressors independently.
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3. Results
3.1. Seasonal Variations of GPP, F760, fPAR, F760,y, and LUE

The overall trends in the seasonal variability of GPP, F760, fPAR, LUE, and F760,y were consistent between
the rainfed and the irrigated sites. Values of these variables were slightly lower in the rainfed site than those
in the irrigated site (Figure 1). When differences in the trends of interest were marked between the two sites,
we present the results from both sites. Otherwise, and most often, we present the results from the rainfed
site only.

The combination of NDVI (proxy of canopy structure) and Rededge (proxy of chlorophyll content) indicated
the evolution of growth stages at the canopy level based on the observed footprint area of the FluoSpec2 sys-
tems (Figures 1c and 1f). By combining the vegetation index‐based and the sampled plant‐based growth
information, we categorized the data into four stages for the analysis in this study (Table S1): VT, silking
(R1) through milking (R3) (R1–R3), dough (R4), and dent (R5) stages, of which VT is the last vegetative
stage, R1‐R3 is the relatively stable early‐reproductive stage, R4 is the transient mid‐reproductive stage,
and R5 is the senescence stage. The canopy structure and chlorophyll content as indicated by NDVI and
Rededge, respectively, were relatively stable at VT and R1‐R3 stages, but the values of both indices were
lower at the R1–R3 stage than at the VT stage. Canopy chlorophyll content started decreasing rapidly at
the R4 stage while canopy structure only changed slightly at the rainfed site. The decrease in both indices
indicated canopy structure changed and canopy chlorophyll content decreased rapidly at the R5 stage.

Daily mean GPP and F760 decreased continuously after the VT stage (Figures 1a and 1d). At the rainfed site,
the daily‐mean GPP decreased 61% from 56.0 ± 6.0 (mean±SD) μmol · m−2 · s−1 at the VT stage to 21.9 ±7.3
μmol · m−2 · s−1 at the R5 stage; the daily‐mean F760 also decreased 62% from 1.45 ± 0.37 mW · m−2 · nm−1 ·
sr−1 at the VT stage to 0.55 ± 0.28 mW · m−2 · nm−1 · sr−1 at R5 stage (Figure 1a). fPAR was generally stable
across the study period in both fields except a relatively rapid decrease at the R5 stage (Figures 1b and 1e). At
the rainfed site, the daily‐mean fPAR averaged 0.925 ± 0.009 (mean±SD) through VT‐R4 stages and mark-
edly decreased at R5 stage with the average of 0.892 ± 0.024, 3% lower than the peak stages (Figure 1b). Daily

Figure 1. Time series of daily mean (a) gross primary production (GPP; blue dots), sun‐induced fluorescence at 760 nm (F760, red diamonds), and incoming
photosynthetically active radiation (PARin; black line), and (b) light use efficiency (LUE; blue dots), F760 yield (F760,y, red diamonds), and fraction of absorbed
PAR (fPAR; black line), and (c) normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI; blue dots) and rededge index (red diamonds) at the rainfed maize site; (c–e) the
corresponding panels for the irrigatedmaize site. The dashed vertical black linesmarked the approximate starting dates of four growth stages recorded from selected
plants—R1 (silking), R3 (milk), R4 (Dough), and R5 (Dent). The dotted vertical blue lines in (e) and (f) marked the starting dates of irrigation. Days prior to the R1
stage were at the VT (vegetative tasseling) stage.
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mean LUE and F760,y also decreased continuously across the study period (Figures 1b and 1e). At the rainfed
site, the daily‐mean LUE decreased 43% from 4.6 ± 0.3% (mean±SD) at VT stage to 2.6 ± 0.4% at R5 stage,
while the daily‐mean F760,y decreased 48% from (6.9 ± 1.3)×10−4 % · nm−1 · sr−1 at VT stage to (3.6 ± 1.1)
×10−4 % · nm−1 · sr−1 at R5 stage (Figure 1b). As a reference, the daily mean PARin from a clear sunny
day was 1549 μmol · m−2 · s−1 at the VT stage and 1135 μmol · m−2 · s−1 at the R5 stage, of which the
latter was 27% lower than the former.

3.2. GPP:F760 and LUE:F760,y Relationships at Growth‐Stage and Seasonal Scales

The overall trends in GPP:F760 and LUE:F760,y relationships were consistent between the rainfed and the
irrigated sites. The GPP:F760 relationship was consistently positive at individual growth stages and at the sea-
sonal scale (Figures 2a and 2c). These positive GPP:F760 relationships were significant (p<0.01) at most
stages at both sites, except the R1–R3 stage in the rainfed site. It was likely due to the shorter period of this
stage with a smaller size of samples under sunny conditions (n = 51), which may cause larger uncertainties
in the regression. The regression slopes of GPP:F760 relationship were lower at individual growth stages than
over the season (Table 1). The regression slopes were generally lower at the rainfed site than at the irrigated

Figure 2. Relationships between sun‐induced fluorescence at 760 nm (F760) and gross primary production (GPP) and
between F760 yield (F760,y) and light use efficiency (LUE; 30‐min data from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. local standard time) over
four growth stages (VT: vegetative tasseling; R1–R3: silking to milk; R4: Dough; R5: Dent) at (a and b) the rainfed and
(c and d) the irrigated maize sites at Mead, Nebraska. The grey lines represent the best linear model fit for the data from
each growth stage. The black lines represent the model fit for the data over all the growth stages. The shaded area of each
line represents the 95% confidence interval of the linear model predicts. Only the lines with significant relationships
(Table 1) were plotted.
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one at individual growth stages, but similar to each other at the seasonal scale (25.9 ± 0.13 at the rainfed site
and 25.8 ± 0.08 at the irrigated one).

In contrast to the GPP:F760 relationship, the LUE:F760,y relationship exhibited different patterns at indivi-
dual growth stages and at the seasonal scale (Figures 2b and 2d). The LUE:F760,y relationship was generally
negative from VT to midreproductive stages but was positive at the seasonal scale. While these negative
stage‐scale LUE:F760,y relationships had larger uncertainties at the rainfed site (p=0.12 at VT stage, 0.20 at
R1–R3 stage, and <0.01 at R4 stage) and were significant at the irrigated site (p<0.01 at all three stages),
the positive seasonal‐scale LUE:F760,y relationships were significant at both sites (p<0.01). The correlation
between LUE and F760,y was also weaker than that between GPP and F760 (Table 1).

3.3. Relationships of GPP, F760, LUE, and F760,y With APAR at Growth‐Stage and Seasonal Scales

Both GPP and F760 were positively correlated with APAR at individual growth stages as well as at the seaso-
nal scale, while LUE and F760,y exhibited different patterns (Figures 3 and 4 and Table S2). LUE is negatively

Table 1
Regression Results of GPP: F760 and LUE: F760,y Relationships

Growth stage Rainfed site Irrigated site

GPP:F760 relationship LUE:F760,y relationship GPP:F760 relationship LUE:F760,y relationship

Fitted slope (p‐value) r Fitted slope (p‐value) r Fitted slope (p‐value) r Fitted slope (p‐value) r

VT 22.0 ± 2.2 0.8044 −9.6 ± 6.1 −0.2054 23.2 ± 2.1 0.7894 −12.2 ± 4.3 −0.3124
(<0.01) (0.12) (<0.01) (0.006)

R1–R3 8.0 ± 4.3 0.2551 −4.8 ± 3.7 −0.1818 20.7 ± 2.3 0.6068 −9.8 ± 2.5 −0.3219
(0.07) (0.20) (<0.01) (<0.01)

R4 17.5 ± 2.4 0.5220 −10.1 ± 2.1 −0.3790 16.4 ± 1.8 0.5271 −7.9 ± 1.6 −0.3188
(<0.01) (<0.01) (<0.01) (<0.01)

R5 10.3 ± 2.2 0.4904 −4.2 ± 3.3 −0.1541 19.7 ± 1.9 0.5949 3.1 ± 3.1 0.0718
(<0.01) (0.21) (<0.01) (0.32)

All stages 25.9 ± 1.3 0.7543 17.3 ± 1.7 0.4974 25.8 ± 0.8 0.7407 14.1 ± 1.1 0.3868
(<0.01) (<0.01) (<0.01) (<0.01)

Note. Linear regression slope and correlation coefficients (r) of GPP:F760 and LUE:F760,y Relationships at the two maize sites over four growth stages (VT: vege-
tative tasseling; R1–R3: silking to milk; R4: Dough; R5: Dent).
Abbreviations: GPP: gross primary production; LUE: light use efficiency; F760: sun‐induced fluorescence at 760 nm; F760,y: F760 yield.

Figure 3. Relationships of gross primary production (GPP) and light use efficiency (LUE) with absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (APAR; 30‐min
data from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. local standard time) at the rainfed maize site (top panel) and at the irrigated maize site (bottom panel) at the (a and f) VT, (b and g)
R1–R3, (e and h) R4, and (d and i) R5 growth stages. The grey lines represent the best linear model fit for the data. The shaded area of each line represents the 95%
confidence interval of the linear model predicts. Only the lines with significant relationships (Table S2) were plotted. Box plots of GPP and LUE at each stage
(e) at the rainfed site and (j) at the irrigated site: the central box represents the central 50% of the data and the lower/upper boundary line is at the 25%/75% quantile
of the data; the vertical dashed line indicates the remaining data.
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correlated with APAR at every growth stage. The stage‐scale negative LUE:APAR relationship was strong at
the VT stage and became weaker at other stages but all were statistically significant (p<0.01; Figure 3 and
Table S2). F760,y, however, did not show statistically significant relationships with APAR at most growth
stages (Figure 4 and Table S2).

When including the data from all the growth stages, LUE did not show a statistically significant relationship
with APAR at the seasonal scale (p= 0.65 at the rainfed site and 0.14 at the irrigated site), while F760,y exhib-
ited a weak positive relationship with APAR and was statistically significant at the p<0.01 level (Table S2).

3.4. Relative Importance of Individual Drivers to GPP and F760 Variations at Growth‐Stage and
Seasonal Scales

The estimated relative importance analysis demonstrated that the contributions of the components in the
light use efficiency models to GPP and F760 variations evolved with the crop growth stages (Figure 5). In gen-
eral, the PARin contributions to both GPP and F760 variations decreased from the early reproductive stage to
the senescence stage, while the contributions of LUE to GPP variation and F760,y to F760 variation both
increased, with the latter one having a higher contribution than the former one, relatively. The fPAR contri-
butions to GPP or F760 variations, compared to the LUE or F760,y contributions, were overall lower and
showed higher variability between stages.

At the VT and R1‐R3 stages, the growth‐stage‐scale GPP variations were dominated by the diurnal variations
and primarily driven by the diurnal PARin variations (Figures 5a and 5c). At the rainfed site, the relative con-
tributions from PARin, LUE, and fPAR was 89.8%, 9.7%, and 0.5%, respectively, to the GPP variation at the
VT stage. While the contributions from LUE and fPAR slightly increased at the R1‐R3 stage due to the gra-
dual changes in canopy chlorophyll content and structure, the PARin variation still dominated and explained
72.2% of the GPP variation. At the R4 stage, the contributions from LUE and fPAR increased with the
decreasing PARin contribution to GPP variations. The relative contributions from PARin, LUE, and fPAR
were 64.2%, 13.8%, and 22.0%, respectively. At the R5 stage, when both the canopy structure and chlorophyll
content changed rapidly (as indicated by NDVI and Rededge index, which decreased significantly), the rela-
tive contribution from PARin decreased to 60.8% and LUE increased to 34.3% to GPP variation. The relative
contribution from fPAR decreased to 4.9% at the R5 stage.

The pattern of relative contributions to F760 variations slightly differed from that of GPP variations. The
relative F760,y contribution to F760 is higher than the LUE contribution to GPP. F760 variation at the VT

Figure 4. Relationships of sun‐induced fluorescence at 760 nm (F760) andF760 yield (F760,y) with absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (APAR; 30‐min data
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. local standard time) in the rainfed maize site (top panel) and in the irrigated maize site (bottom panel) at the (a and f) VT, (b and g) R1–R3,
(e and h) R4, and (d and i) R5 growth stages. The grey lines represent the best linear model fit for the data. The shaded area of each line represents the 95%
confidence interval of the linear model predicts. Only the lines with significant relationships (Table S2) were plotted. Boxplots of F760 and F760,y at each stage (e) at
the rainfed site and (j) at the irrigated site: the central box represents the central 50% of the data and the lower/upper boundary line is at the 25%/75% quantile of the
data; the vertical dashed line indicates the remaining data.
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stage, like the GPP variation, was also primarily driven by the diurnal PARin variation. At the rainfed site,
the relative contributions from PARin, F760,y, and fPAR were 79.6%, 19.6%, and 0.8%, respectively, to the
F760 variation. However, after the R1–R3 stage the PARin contribution decreased rapidly, and
accordingly, the F760,y contribution increased significantly. The relative contributions from PARin and
F760,y, respectively, was 47.6% and 46.4% at the R1–R3 stage, 51.7% and 33.8% at the R4 stage, and 43.8%
and 49.3% at the R5 stage.

At the seasonal scale, relative to the dominant role of PARin on GPP and F760 variations at the growth‐stage
scale, the contributions from LUE to GPP and from F760,y to F760 were comparable to the contributions from
PARin at both sites. At the rainfed site, the relative contributions from PARin and LUE to the GPP variation
were 49.5% and 47.7%, respectively; the contributions from PARin and F760,y to the F760 variation were 45.7%
and 51.9%, respectively. The relative contribution from fPAR was low for both the GPP and the F760 varia-
tions, estimated 2.8% and 2.4%, respectively.

4. Discussion

We investigated the canopy‐level GPP:F760 relationship over half of the growing season in 2017 at two maize
sites in the Midwestern United States. By comparing the variations in GPP, F760, PARin, fPAR, LUE, and
F760,y and quantifying the contributions of PARin, fPAR, LUE, and F760,y to the GPP:F760 relationship, we
characterized the varying roles of PARin, LUE, and F760,y on the GPP:F760 relationship at two temporal
scales—growth‐stage and seasonal scales. These findings helped us further explore the information con-
tained in SIF and the GPP:SIF relationship.

4.1. GPP:SIF and LUE:SIFy Relationships at Different Temporal Scales

The GPP:SIF relationship was reported to be consistently positive in previous studies, and our current study
at the twomaize sites confirmed the positive pattern. The LUE:SIFy relationship was different from the GPP:

Figure 5. The relative importance metrics of natural‐log‐transformed incoming photosynthetically active radiation (PARin), fraction of absorbed PAR (fPAR),
light use efficiency (LUE), and the yield of sun‐induced fluorescence at 760 nm (F760,y) as drivers of (a) transformed gross primary production (GPP) and
(b) transformed F760 at VT, R1–R3, R4, and R5 growth stages and at the seasonal scale at the rainfedmaize site, and (c) transformedGPP and (d) transformed F760 at
the irrigated maize site.
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SIF relationship and exhibited various patterns from different studies (Damm et al., 2010; Miao et al., 2018;
Wieneke et al., 2018; K. Yang, Ryu, et al., 2018; X. Yang, Shi, et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2015). Although the
mechanism of the various LUE:SIFy relationship is still in debate, our current study indicated that the
LUE:SIFy relationship varied at different temporal scales and at different growth crop stages. This finding
also reconciled some of the variations in the LUE:SIFy relationship discussed previously (Miao et al., 2018).

The LUE:F760,y relationship of the twomaize sites in this study, despite the weak correlation, was negative at
the stages when canopy structure and chlorophyll content were relatively stable or exhibited slight changes
(Figure 2). Analyzed with the 30‐min data, these stage‐scale negative relationships primarily reflected the
pattern at the diurnal scale and were consistent with the short‐term pattern reported previously from other
ecosystems, for example, the diurnal relationship at a maize site in southwest France (Damm et al., 2010)
and the relationship at a peak growth stage of a soybean site in eastern Illinois (Miao et al., 2018). The
LUE:F760,y relationship at a seasonal scale became positive due to the concurrent and significant declines
in canopy structure and chlorophyll content. This positive relationship was also consistent with previous
findings at the temporal scale spanning a similar length of growing season (K. Yang, Ryu, et al., 2018; X.
Yang, Shi, et al., 2018; X. Yang et al., 2015).

4.2. Drivers of the GPP:SIF Relationship at Different Temporal Scales

The relative importance analysis conducted in this study confirmed that PARin is one of the primary drivers
to the strong positive GPP:SIF relationship and supported our hypothesis that the drivers vary at different
temporal scales. At a time scale with small variations in canopy structure (indicated by fPAR) and physiology
(indicated by LUE and F760,y), for example, the VT and R1–R3 stages of the maize fields in this study, PARin

has a dominant influence on the GPP:F760 relationship, which has been well acknowledged in the SIF
community (Goulas et al., 2017; Miao et al., 2018; K. Yang, Ryu, et al., 2018; X. Yang, Shi, et al., 2018).
The LUE:F760,y relationship exhibited either a negative pattern or no clear pattern (Figure 2 and Table 1),
which explained some of the deviations from a strong linear pattern in the GPP:F760 relationship. But over-
all, the low contributions from LUE to GPP variation and from F760,y to F760 variation implied that the LUE:
F760,y relationship played an insignificant role in GPP:F760 relationship at these peak stages. It also implicitly
indicated that F760 contained more of the PARin or APAR (since fPAR is relatively stable) information at
peak growth stages.

In contrast, at a time scale with significant variations in physiology, for example, the seasonal scale in this
study, we found comparable contributions of PARin and LUE to GPP variations as well as comparable con-
tribution of PARin and F760,y to F760 variations. The strong positive LUE:F760,y relationship over this time
scale may strengthen the linear GPP:F760 relationship. This result indicated that in addition to the driving
effect from PARin, the LUE:F760,y relationship is another primary driver to the GPP:F760 relationship. A bet-
ter understanding of the LUE:SIFy relationship in the context of the measurement temporal scale could help
us interpret the remaining unknown variations in the GPP:SIF relationship. More importantly, SIF and SIFy
may contain distinguishable information of crop responses to environmental changes at the seasonal scale.

The role of fPAR in the GPP:F760 relationship was weak at both temporal scales in this study, likely due to
the overall small variations in fPAR across the study period. However, uncertainties existed related to our
current fPAR measurements especially when part of the senescence stages was included. From R4 to R5
stages when the chlorophyll content started decreasing, leaves gradually turned brown and the actual
absorption of PAR would have decreased. The directly measured fPAR, which included both photosynthe-
tically and nonphotosynthetically active components, only showed slight decreases during this period com-
pared to earlier stages (Figures 1b and 1e). As a result, the contribution of fPAR could be underestimated. We
did an additional contribution analysis by replacing the fPAR of the senescence stages with fPARgreen (fPAR
of green leaves) estimated from Rededge‐NDVI index (Viña & Gitelson, 2005; Figure S4). Despite the
increase in fPAR contributions resulting in the decrease in PAR, LUE, and F760,y contributions, the overall
pattern did not change significantly for the two temporal scales. We speculate that the pattern of differences
between growth‐stage and seasonal scales would become stronger if early growing season is included when
fPAR, LUE, and SIFy change rapidly (Viña & Gitelson, 2005). A more comprehensive evaluation on the role
of fPAR requires future studies to be conducted at early vegetative stages as well as at the seasonal scale that
includes more growth stages.
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4.3. Implications for Estimating LUE at Different Temporal Scales

The varying roles of PARin, LUE, and F760,y on the GPP:F760 relationship of maize at the growth‐stage and
the seasonal scales suggested that when applying SIF and SIFy to estimate GPP and LUE, it is necessary to
take the temporal scale into account, which may require different strategies. For the specific case of this
study, since LUE was significantly correlated with F760,y at the seasonal scale, and this LUE:F760,y relation-
ship played a primary role in the GPP:F760 relationship, F760,y could be a potential predictor for LUE at the
seasonal scale. That means, we may be able to derive the stage‐mean LUE from stage‐mean F760,y based on

their relationship (Figure 6), as presented by equation (6), in which LUEi;stg and F760;yi;stg stand for the

stage‐mean LUE and F760,y, respectively, and a and b are the regression coefficients. The subscript stg repre-
sents a specific stage and i represents an instantaneous point within that stage (e.g., the 30‐min data points in
this study).

LUEi;stg ¼ a×F760;y i;stg þ b: (6)

Interestingly, there was no significant differences in the slopes of the stage‐mean LUE:F760,y relationship
between the rainfed and the irrigated sites (z‐test p = 0.94). Since the plants did not experience stresses dur-
ing the study period, it was possible that the maize plants growing under normal and favorable conditions
exhibited similar patterns. We further hypothesize that the slope of the LUE:F760,y relationship at the
seasonal scale is determined by plant species and associated with photosynthetic capacity or other plant phy-
siological traits, which could not be explicitly tested in the current study but should be a key question to be
explored in future studies.

Incorporating these stage‐mean LUEs derived from F760,y has the potential to improve the estimate of GPP.
We compared several scenarios to demonstrate the potential:

1. F760‐based GPP scenario—We first estimated GPP directly from F760 based on the GPP:F760 relationship,
and then compared it with the estimates from the following two LUE‐based scenarios. The linear GPP:
F760 relationship at the seasonal scale (Figure 2) was used to estimate the GPP.

2. Constant LUE scenario—Assuming a constant LUE across the study period, which is still the major
assumption in most ecosystem models, we then estimated GPP by equation (1). The constant LUE used
was the mean LUE from the measurements across the study period.

3. Stage F760,y‐based LUE scenario—Slightly different from scenario 2, we assumed constant LUE at each
stage and applied the stage‐mean LUE derived from stage‐mean F760,y (equation (6)) to equation (1) to
estimate GPP.

Figure 6. Scatter plots between stage‐mean yield of sun‐induced fluorescence at 760 nm (F760,y) and stage‐mean light use
efficiency (LUE) at (a) the rainfedmaize site and (b) the irrigated site. The black lines represent the best linear model fit for
the stage‐mean F760,y and LUE derived from the measurements.
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We compared the estimated GPP based on the above three different approaches with the measured GPP
(Figure 7), where differences in the coefficient of determination (R2) indicate model performance improve-
ment. The F760‐based GPP scenario, which simulated 57% of the GPP variation at the rainfed site and 54% at
the irrigated one, performed similarly to the constant LUE scenario that simulated 54% of the GPP variation
at the rainfed site and 65% at the irrigated one. The stage F760,y‐based LUE scenario improved the estimates
significantly relative to the F760‐based GPP scenario and the constant LUE scenario, simulating 84% of the
GPP variation at the rainfed site and 78% at the irrigated site.

LUE is not usually constant within individual growth stages (Dold et al., 2017; Gitelson et al., 2018; Grace
et al., 2007; Turner et al., 2003, 2005). The F760,y, however, might not the most appropriate direct predictor
for LUE of the maize due to the weak correlation at the growth‐stage scale, although the stage‐mean LUE
predicted from the stage‐mean F760,y could serve as a constraint for estimating the growth‐stage LUE.
Previous studies suggest the use of photochemical reflectance index (a potential proxy of nonphotochemical
quenching) or time‐shifted SIFy as predictors of diurnal LUE (Damm et al., 2010; Garbulsky et al., 2011;
Grace et al., 2007; Schickling et al., 2016), but LUE did not exhibit clear relationships with photochemical
reflectance index or the time‐shifted F760,y at the growth‐stage scale at our sites (data not shown). For the
rainfed maize site in this study, APAR could be another effective predictor for the LUE variability within
a specific growth stage (Figure 3). Assuming a linear relationship between LUE and APAR at the growth‐
stage scale, we could formulate equation (7) to estimate the LUE at specific growth stages while involving

the stage‐mean LUE as a constraint. In equation (7) APARi;stg stands for the stage‐mean APAR and LUEi,

stg and APARi,stg are instantaneous LUE and APAR at individual stages, respectively. cstg and dstg are the

Figure 7. Scatter plots between eddy‐covariance‐flux derived gross primary production (GPP; GPPEC) and estimated GPP from (a) the sun‐induced‐fluorescence at
760 nm (F760)‐based GPP scenario, (b) the stage F760 yield (F760,y)‐based light use efficiency (LUE) scenario, and (c) the constant LUE scenario at the rainfedmaize
site. (d–f) The corresponding panels for the irrigated maize site. The black lines in each plot are the 1:1 lines.
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regression coefficients of the LUE:APAR relationship. By utilizing the information contained in both tem-
poral scales, we could estimate the instantaneous LUE by equation (8). The improvement of the GPP esti-
mate was minimal (R2 = 0.85), likely due to the small variation of LUE at individual stages as well as the
weak LUE:APAR relationship (but stronger than the LUE:F760,y relationship) especially at the R4 and R5
stages.

LUEi;stg ¼ cstg×APARi;stg þ dstg

⇒LUEi;stg‐LUEi;stg ¼ cstg× APARi;stg‐APARi;stg
� � (7)

LUEi;stg ¼ a×SIF760;y i;stg þ b
� �þ cstg× APARi;stg‐APARi;stg

� �
: (8)

Accurately estimating LUE has long been found as a challenging task (Coops et al., 2010; Hilker et al., 2008).
The purpose of demonstrating the application of estimating LUE in this study was to provide a potential fra-
mework that combines the driving effects from different factors on LUE or GPP at different temporal scales.
The improvement from involving the F760,y‐based seasonal‐scale LUE has indicated an additional potential
of SIF over the broadly investigated linear GPP:SIF relationships. Further efforts are needed to improve the
estimate of the LUE especially at short‐term scales.

4.4. Conclusion and Implications for Future Studies

Based on Monteith's light use efficiency models and field measurements of GPP, F760, PARin, and fPAR,
we used the relative importance method to quantify the contributions of PARin, fPAR, LUE, and F760,y to
the variations in GPP and F760 as well as the GPP:F760 relationship at two temporal scales—within growth
stages and at the seasonal scale. Although only half of the growing season (from peak stage to early senes-
cence stage) was covered in the current study, it was clearly indicated that the drivers controlling the pat-
tern of GPP:F760 relationship varied at different temporal scales. PARin dominated the GPP:F760
relationship at the peak growth stages, while LUE:F760,y relationship played a role as important as
PARin at the seasonal scale. The varying contributions of drivers on the GPP:SIF relationship illustrated
that the information carried in SIF and SIFy and their contributions to GPP changes with temporal scales,
implying that the underlying dynamic mechanism of the GPP:SIF relationship is more complex than a
simple linear relationship. Our study also suggested that temporal scale could be a factor confounding
the interpretation of GPP:SIF and LUE:SIFy relationships and should be clearly described in site‐ or
ecosystem comparison.

We observed similar patterns between the rainfed and the irrigated sites as the two sites did not experience
substantial stresses over the study period due to the ample rainfall and fertilization. The similarity convinced
us of the reliability of the patterns observed. Meanwhile, the nonstressed growth might also be related to the
relatively insignificant influences of LUE and F760,y on the variations in GPP, F760, and the GPP:F760 rela-
tionship at the growth‐stage scale. If plants face severe water or nutrient stresses within some growth stages
or even shorter time scale, physiological responses to the stresses might result in different trends of the
variations in LUE and F760,y and then their contributions to GPP:F760 relationship. Continued studies based
on the paired sites are needed in dry years to capture plant responses to water stress and the corresponding
variations in GPP, F760, LUE, and F760,y.

The early growing season was not included in the current study whenmaize grows rapidly and the change of
canopy structure and physiology is more significant than that at the late growing season (Gitelson et al.,
2005). The contributions of PARin, fPAR, LUE, and F760,y to the variations in GPP and F760 might differ at
early growth stages as well as at the seasonal scale across the whole growing season. In addition, the rapid
change of canopy structure and physiology of crop ecosystems differs frommany natural ecosystems like for-
ests or grasslands (Magney et al., 2019). Further studies are required to test whether the findings and the fra-
mework in this study are applicable or not to a different period of the growing season for maize or to other
ecosystems with different characteristics of canopy structure and physiology.

The current contribution analysis provided us the insight on how the light energy, canopy structure, and
physiology, which to some extent were reflected by PARin, fPAR, LUE, and SIFy, may play different roles
on GPP:SIF relationship at different temporal scales. Studies will be conducted to further explore how
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canopy structure, physiology, and environmental conditions interact and drive the variations in LUE, SIFy,
and LUE:SIFy relationship. The apparent SIFy contains the escape ratio that is related to canopy structure
(Zeng et al., 2019). LUE, SIFy and the LUE:SIFy relationship could also be affected by canopy structure.
The LUE:SIFy relationship, as implied in this study, may be determined by photosynthetic capacity or other
physiological traits and associated with the fundamental mechanism of how plants modulate the three light
use pathways (Gu et al., 2019). These questions together require a comprehensive experimental design to
cover the measurements of both the structural components (e.g., Sun‐ and shade‐leaves or leaves in different
ages) and their corresponding physiological traits (e.g., photosynthetic capacity and leaf‐level photochemical
yield). Overall, a better mechanistic understanding of the above uncertainties will build the foundation to
develop models and algorithms for the SIF application in GPP estimate.
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